Animal- Compare and Contrast
Student: ____________________										

Student: ____________________

Read about your animal out loud to your partner. Then use facts from the text and illustrations to compare and contrast the
two animals. After reading highlight the BOLD words.							
Wolf Spider

Rattlesnake

Wolf spiders live all over the world. They are often brown, black, or
gray. They have eight eyes. They also have eight hairy legs.
Wolf spiders hatch from eggs. Baby spiders are called spiderlings.
Their mom takes good care of them. The spiderlings climb onto her
back. They stay there for weeks.
As a spider grows, it molts. That means it sheds its skin. A wolf
spider molts many times during its life. Each time, it gets
bigger.
Most spiders build webs to catch prey. Wolf
spiders do not. They hunt for food.
Wolf spiders eat insects and other
spiders.
Wolf spiders do not hibernate
in winter but are torpid,
(slow down). They live
about one year.

Jaws with
Fangs
8-Eyes

DIFFERENT

A reptile has scales on its body. A snake is a reptile. One kind
of snake is a rattlesnake. A rattlesnake eats small animals such
as mice. The snake kills the mouse. Then it swallows the mouse
whole.
A rattlesnake has a rattle on its tail. The rattle is made of pieces
of hard skin. The snake moves its tail. Then the pieces rattle
together. The noise scares away predators.
				
Unlike other types of snakes a mother rattlesnake gives birth to
live babies and stays with her babies for several weeks.

				
Most rattlesnakes molt 2-4 		
			
times every year. Their 		
scales are mostly brown, 		
SAME					
					
black, gray and tan. 		
DIFFERENT
					
This makes them hard
						
to see.
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Animal- Compare and Contrast
ANSWER KEY
Student: ____________________										

Student: ____________________

Read about your animal out loud to your partner. Then use facts from the text and illustrations to compare and contrast the
two animals. After reading highlight the BOLD words.							
Wolf Spider

Rattlesnake

Wolf spiders live all over the world. They are often brown, black, or
gray. They have eight eyes. They also have eight hairy legs.
Wolf spiders hatch from eggs. Baby spiders are called spiderlings.
Their mom takes good care of them. The spiderlings climb onto her
back. They stay there for weeks.
As a spider grows, it molts. That means it sheds its skin. A wolf
spider molts many times during its life. Each time, it gets
bigger.
Most spiders build webs to catch prey. Wolf
spiders do not. They hunt for food.
Wolf spiders eat insects and other
spiders.

DIFFERENT

Wolf spiders do not hibernate
in winter but are torpid,
(slow down). They live
about one year.
1. ________________

Spider
8 eyes
2. ________________

Jaws with
Fangs

8 legs
3. ________________
8-Eyes

Torpid

4. ________________

A reptile has scales on its body. A snake is a reptile. One kind
of snake is a rattlesnake. A rattlesnake hunts small animals such
as mice. The snake kills the mouse. Then it swallows the mouse
whole.
A rattlesnake has a rattle on its tail. The rattle is made of pieces
of hard skin. The snake moves its tail. Then the pieces rattle
together. The noise scares away predators.
				
Unlike other types of snakes a mother rattlesnake gives birth to
live babies and stays with her babies for several weeks.

				
Most rattlesnakes molt 2-4 		
			
times every year. Their 		
scales are mostly brown, 		
SAME					
					
black, gray and tan. 		
DIFFERENT
					
This makes them hard
						
to see.
				
						
During the winter
1. ________________
1. ________________
						
some rattlesnakes
						
hibernate together in
2. ________________
2. ________________
						
dens.
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3. ________________
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4. ________________

Snake

2 eyes

0 legs
3. ________________

Hibernate
4. ________________
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